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As usual, this is all just my opinion, arrived at by free internet research anyone can do, but doesn't.

Now that Jumanji Black-Woman has been confirmed as the newest quota-seat in DC, it might be time
for a name change at the Court. After many decades of this dumbing down in the name of diversity,
partisanship, and sheer chaos-creation, the name Supreme doesn't really fit anymore. In the old days,
we would have expected any nominee to be an emeritus person, over 60, with say 30 years on the
bench at a minimum, perhaps a longish stint in a State Supreme Court or other top appellate court, and
a bipartisan reputation for sobriety, wisdom, and even-handedness. Hence a word like Supreme.
Supreme is a hierarchical word, by definition, and the Supreme Court was once expected to be, or at
least sold as, the top of the hierarchy. The smartest and the wisest, to judge where others failed. Is that
we now have? No, and it isn't Jumanji's doing. She is just the latest plastic, cue-card-reading
lightweight nobody on a Court already stiff with them.
Mister Roberts, named for a movie that happened to be playing when he was born in 1955, was 50
when he was appointed by George “Shrub” Bush—himself formerly an eager if somewhat overly
excitable protégé of Alfred E. Neuman and Howdy Doody. Henry Fonda, I mean Mister Roberts had
been a Court of Appeals judge for less than two years before that. In the ten years prior, he was in
private practice, like only one million, three hundred thousand other attorneys in the US. Prior to that
he was Deputy Solicitor General in the Justice Department, making him nearly as famous and respected
at the time as that great American Kenneth Starr, his boss. He was 34 going into that job, so he was
obviously selected for his huge experience with the law, having been out of law school for almost ten
years!
When Wendy's founder Dave Thomas began identifying as black in 1991 and changed his name to
Clarence, no one thought he had a chance of getting on the Supreme Court, but oh how wrong were
they? At 43 he may have actually been overqualified for the job, but Shrub's father George the First
didn't think so. He thought a year on the Court of Appeals was just enough time to get the smell of

burgers out of Clarence's hair. Before that he had been Chairman of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, where he set legal precedent almost daily.
Amy Coney Barrett, a great lover of the old American hotdog, her namesake, was 48 when selected by
Trump. She had been on the Court of Appeals for over two years, an awe-inspiring feat of
perseverance. But, as incredible as it may sound, that wasn't her only qualification. She had also been
in private practice for two years AND on the faculty of Notre Dame. All one can say is, wow.
Elena Kagan was 50 when appointed by Obama in 2010. She had no experience on the bench or as a
practicing attorney, but what the hey. She had briefly taught at Harvard Law School and spent almost a
year as Solicitor General—to which she was also appointed by Obama—so how could we not bow to
her vast experience and credibility?
Neil Gorsuch was also 50 when appointed by Trump, and he was relatively hoary with experience,
having sat on the Court of Appeals ten whole years. He also spent a year in the Justice Department,
which should be enough for anyone.
Brett Kavanaugh was even older, being 53 at the time of his appointment. How is it possible to remain
lucid at such advanced ages? We can only marvel at his longevity. He had been on the Court of
Appeals 11 years, which must be some sort of record. Like the others, he also slogged through an
entire year in the office of the Solicitor General, for which we hope he received some sort of medal.
Now for Jumanji Black-Woman. You have heard a lot about her softness on pedophiles but that is all
misdirection to keep you off what I am about to show you. She is 51, and she sat on the Court of
Appeals in DC for about seven months. So imagine how many people were passed over for being
white or male. Before that she was in a district court, where she spent 9 years. She spent 3 years in
private practice. So how did she get here? Well, her husband is a rich and connected white guy with a
twin, but you aren't supposed to comment on that. She admits he is a Boston Brahmin, meaning he is
from Boston aristocracy, which we could have predicted. He is a Graves, Gardner, Hazeltine,
Covington and Hardee. He descends directly from top banker William Covington Hardee, whose
father was Abram Lindsay Hardee. Abram Lindsay is scrubbed at places like Findagrave, being listed
as A. L. and you can see why. That name is a double gift to us, since it is Jewish and links us to the
Lindsays of the Constitutional Conventions and the peerage. They were Earls of Crawford and Dukes
of Montrose. They later became Earls of Balcarres. They are still related to the Trotters, making them
close cousins of Brad Pitt. In the 20 th century, they relinked to the Cavendishes, tying them to other
Dukedoms. The current Earl is Anthony Lindsay, head of Hambro Investments.
All this explains her preference, but why did they pick her for this? Why not someone else? Well,
notice that her mother's maiden name is hidden in all places. They don't want you to know who she is.
Why? Jumanji has a page at Geni but it is empty. Both parents are private. Really? Also scrubbed at
Wikitree. So something big is being hidden.
And here's something even spookier:

I found that at Politico. It is tagged as Photographs from the 1988 Miami Palmetto Senior High School
yearbook, when Jackson was a senior. | The Palm Echo.

Do you see a problem? All three photos of her are faked. The first is the worst, so start there. Stare at
that for a while. There's something very wrong, isn't there? Her head doesn't fit her body, being way
too large. She also looks too old. And that person doesn't match the person in the second photo, whose
head is not too big for her body. The second one is a better paste, though it is still a paste. Notice that
the face in the first one is long, while the face in the second is short. It now looks like the first face was
stretched vertically in the transfer. Plus, her head in the first is larger than the guy's head, though he is
male and a head taller. It doesn't work like that. The third one is the usual disaster, looking like some
sort of floating head. And what's with Winnie the Pooh in the first photo? Was that their 12 th-grade
reading level in that school? My guess is it is some sort of Monarch programming marker, like Wizard
of Oz or Alice in Wonderland. The teddybear is probably a similar clue.
So we are quickly going down another deep deep rabbithole.
And we have another problem. These three photos were allegedly taken from the same yearbook,
right? So why is the middle one so much higher quality, with the text large and in sharp focus so that
we can read she was class president, while the third is blurry, black and white, and with smaller, grayer
text? Except for her head, the third photo looks real. The other two don't.
Also notice what Brown was allegedly nominated for in the Silver Knight scholarships: drama. She is
an actress.
And now for the coup de grace. These yearbooks are normally online to scan in miniature for free, to
buy page enlargements, or to buy hard copies. But for some reason this particular yearbook has been
scrubbed. See here, where we find that eyearbook.com has every year available for Palmetto Miami
except 1986-88. Classmates.com has also been scrubbed of all Palmetto Miami yearbooks from 198688. If those photos are really there, why can't we confirm that? Because she was never there. This

whole thing is another fake from the ground up.
The Politico story also tells us this:
Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos (class of ’82) is a fellow alumnus of Palmetto and a member of the
school’s alumni hall of fame. Jackson (class of ’88) has not been inducted yet.

As a longstanding black female judge, she should already be on their notable alumni list—especially
after the DC Court of Appeal promotion by Biden last June—so why isn't she? For the same reason
she isn't actually in the yearbook and they had to paste her in: she didn't go there. So why not tell us
where she really went? Because then we could check records and discover she wasn't class president or
anything else. But this way they can manufacture her entire bio, just like they did with Obama.
Remember, they have never released Obama's records from Columbia or Harvard. Why? Because he
wasn't there. Like his birth certificate, the whole thing is a fake. Which is a good time to remind you
they have done this before. Ketanji isn't the biggest fake person we have discovered.
So my guess is her mother is part Jewish, which would explain everything. Since I have previously
shown you all other Supreme Court Justices are Jewish, we know this before we even do any research.
It is a foregone conclusion.
Finally, I discovered her uncle Calvin Ross was Chief of Police in Miami, telling us her family did not
come out of nowhere. We also find a sister of Ellery, Carolynn Ross Tucker, husband Eric Tucker.
According to her 2013 obituary from New Orleans, Carolynn was much whiter than Ellery, confirming
a mixed race and the first part of my guess.

We also find a fourth sibling, Harold Ross, and an adopted sister Frances Tailey. Since Ross is a
common Jewish name, often an abbreviation of Rosenberg, we are getting closer.
But hold on to your seat, because I just found the motherlode. A search on Ellery Ross Brown at
Whitepages takes us to the mother, and it includes Johnny Brown's father Winston Harvey Brown.
Winston Harvey Brown is or was 88, and at Intelius we also find the surnames Duguid and Harris.
But it also includes a locations list. After Miami, FL, we get Alexandria, VA, and Rosedale, MD.

The only thing we are told in the bios is that Ellery is or was a principal at a magnet school in Miami,
so what was she doing in Alexandria, VA? You know what that means: CIA. We now have
preliminary indication her mother may be CIA.
Which leads me to do a people search on her at Instantcheckmate. There we find her listed as 77 and a
middle initial of M. Also with many other locations, including Potomac, MD.

What is in Glenrock, WY? Nothing but the nearby US Army Department, which Google refuses to
give us any information about. Not a lot of black people in rural Wyoming. What is in Macomb? It is
north Detroit, and Detroit MEPS is nearby. What is in Hiawassee, GA? Nothing but nearby Camp
Merrill. What's in Plaquemine, LA? That's south Baton Rouge, and we find the same “US Army
Department”.
Rosedale isn't near Langley, it is East Baltimore, but that area on the Back River has a heavy military
presence. But Potomac is just across the river from Langley. So the evidence is building.
Ellery Brown's Intelius page has her full relatives list that was denied us at Instantcheckmate, but the
strange thing is that it doesn't have one Ross on it. 17 Browns and no Rosses. They really don't want
us linking her to some Rosses, do they? Even weirder: no Jacksons are on it. Even weirder: her
daughter Ketanji isn't on it.

Instead, we find a Ketajh Mikobi Brown, age 42, of Chicago. So that isn't Ketanji. That is her brother,
a soldier in Iraq and policeman in Baltimore. He is now a lawyer at K&L Gates. Recognize that
name? Yep, it was once run by Bill Gates' father William Gates. It is the 12th largest firm in the US, so
yes it counts as yet another huge red flag here. Black guys don't normally come out of the Baltimore
police department to join K&L Gates in their 40s. According to Heavy.com and the Baltimore Sun, he
was with the PD from 2001 to 2008. So when did he go to law school? Well, his LinkedIN page tells
us: 2013-2016. So he graduated at age 36. There we also find he was in the Army from 2006-2013.
But wait, that conflicts with the dates we got from Heavy, doesn't it? He couldn't be in Iraq and
Baltimore at the same time. And we get more garbled dates: the LinkedIN bio tells us he was a Federal
Public Defender in DC 2008-2013. That's when he was supposed to be in the Army. Was Federal
Public Defender a military position? And could you be a Public Defender without a law degree?
According to the Wikipedia page on that, the answer to both questions is no. It is not a military
position and you do need to be a lawyer, which means you need to have graduated law school and
passed the bar. So none of this is adding up.
Also not adding up: why would anyone name a brother and sister Ketajh and Ketanji? It would be like
naming siblings Deion and Deiona; or George and Georgia; or Sherry, Cherry and Jerry. It's just the
creation of unnecessary confusion, and the family conversation would just be one long “what?” If I
were a Senator, I would have booted her for that alone. Her mind must be mush by now from that
original confusion. It would explain her answers like “I am not a biologist”.
But there's more. If we now do a people search on Ketanji Brown Jackson, we find the big computer at
Instantcheckmate has never heard of her. Period. Same for Intelius. Not only is she not listed in FL or
DC under Brown, Jackson, Brown Jackson or Brown-Jackson, she isn't listed in the entire US. The
computer has never heard of anyone named Ketanji. It now looks to me like they just fudged her
brother's name to create this wholly fictional person they could insert onto the Supreme Court.

We find the name Kathleen Grazier in the relatives list, so let's follow that. We find she is Kathleen
Marie Grazier, 35, and she has mostly Browns on her list, indicating Grazier is her married name, and
Instantcheckmate confirms that. This would indicate Kathleen may be a grandchild of Ellery or
younger niece. But what is really interesting again is her locations list, which includes Bethesda and
Silver Spring, MD, Alexandria and Warrenton, VA, as well as several locations in north Houston.
Warrenton is where the CIA Farm is, that you may have seen referenced in many Hollywood movies,
including the 2006 film of that name with Colin Farrell and Al Pacino. A search on Naugatuck, CT,
also takes us to a “Military Department” listing in military bases, CT, with no other information. Her
husband Dylan S. Grazier has the same suspicious Virginia listings, plus Woodbridge. So they too are
looking like Intel.
What about Ketanji's husband, Patrick G. Jackson, allegedly a doctor in DC?

First of all, that's one strange looking dude. He barely looks human. His eyes frighten me. We are
told he went to Harvard with Ketanji and now works at MedstarHealth in Georgetown, and a search
confirms that is his current picture there. Which is weird in itself since it must be at least 15 years old.
He no longer looks like that. His patients wouldn't even recognize him.

And why shave for televised Supreme Court hearings, right? Why not look your worst?
We are told his twin William is the brother-in-law of former Speaker of the House Paul Ryan. But we
have the same problem: the computers have never heard of this Patrick Jackson in his 50s in DC.
There is no Patrick G. Jackson or Patrick Jackson listed in DC, related to a Ketanji or a Brown or an
Ellery. None with Boston on their list. Also not related to a William Jackson, his twin. Also
remember that there are no Jacksons on Ellery Brown's list, as we saw above. I found the same thing at
both Instantcheckmate and Intelius, with no matches on this guy. The only Patrick Jackson in DC who
is related to any Brown is Patrick V. Jackson, 58, related to Michelle Brown. But MA is not on his
locations list, so he couldn't have been at Harvard with Ketanji. My guess is that this actor is younger
than he looks, and that he grew the gray half-beard to look a few years older. That's because I found a
Patrick L. Jackson in these searches, age 46, and he has Fairfax and Alexandria, VA, on his list as well
as DC. He is related to Holmbergs. This same guy may have a second listing, since we find another
Patrick Mussenden Jackson, age 46, with Alexandria and McLean on his list. He also has Cambridge,

MA, which is Harvard. Also Miami and New York. He is related to a Bigi George and a couple of
Ellises. And a third guy is also a possible match, Stephen Patrick Jackson, 51, of Fairfax, Alexandria,
Bethesda, Chantilly, McLean, Houston, and Killeen TX (Ft. Hood). My gut tells me all three are the
same guy and that he is our man, since it fits the landscape here to a T. If so, the children are also just
loaners from actor's equity, which shouldn't surprise us. And if that is true, then Paul Ryan also falls in
this outing. And so does Jeff Bezos, since it proves his bio is fake. But we already knew that.
So it looks like the fearsome Republican Senators like Matt Gaetz forgot to ask Jumanji Black-Woman
the most important opening questions, such as proof of her existence. Maybe a notarized birth
certificate. Maybe some undoctored photos of her with Patrick that are more than two years old.
Photos of her with her birth family. Maybe a real highschool yearbook in the hand. And I guess
Tucker Carlson's request for her LSAT scores is not looking so strange either. Maybe he was giving us
the hint: they don't exist at all.

